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Abstract
During 2007, a magnetotelluric (MT) survey in the frequency range of 0.002-320 Hz was carried
out on southwestern of Sabalan geothermal region (Moeil valley, Ardabil); the aim of which was
modeling of the shallow and deep electrical resistivity structures related to the local geothermal
reservoirs and heat system recharge at depth. Twenty eight soundings were conducted in the study
area, and the collected MT data were found to be two-dimensional (2D), based on dimensionality
(skew parameter) analysis. The NNW-SSE (30°W) direction was identified as the dominant
electrical strike in the area. Data along a profile crossing the hot springs with seven MT stations,
have been implemented for modeling and inversion. Dimensionality analysis shows that a 2D
interpretation of the data is justified, although the presumed geoelectric strike direction is not
consistent over the whole profile and frequencies. MT data were analyzed and modeled using
MT2DInvMatlab inversion source codes and the finite elements (FEM) method for forward
modeling. Inversion parameters as an input file and appropriate mesh blocks design are prepared
before start of the modeling and inversion. MT2DInvMatlab software includes a topography file
into a forward model for terrain effects compensation in the inversion process. After setting up the
model parameter, 2D inversion of the Sabalan magnetotelluric data was performed. Smoothness–
constrained least square methods with a spatially regularization parameter estimation and the ACB
(Active Constraint Balancing) algorithm were employed in MT2DInvMatlab to stabilize the
model. Both apparent resistivity and phase data were used to have models with minimum misfit for
TM, TE and joint TE+TM mode data. The TM mode apparent resistivity and phase are better fitted
than the TE mode, as a consequence of the inductive nature of the 2D TE response in a 3-D
geothermal field structures. However, the apparent resistivity and phase data are also well fitted in
the joint inversion of TM and TE mode data. Although the TM mode data is often used for 2-D
modeling of MT data in geothermal field studies, we have shown the other two dimensional
electrical resistivity models, using apparent resistivity and phase data of TM, TE and joint TE+TM
mode data. These models resolved a good correlation between the features of the geothermal field
and resistivity distribution at depth. The resulting models reveal the presence of a resistive cover
layer (Cap-rock) underlain by an anomalous conductive layer and other geological structures such
as fluid-filled faults (about 500-1000 m below the ground surface). A very low resistivity (3-5
ohm-m) feature was found at the depths below 2000 m, bounded by two more resistive (100-500
ohm-m) features that can be interpreted as the main reservoir of the geothermal system in the area.
At shallow depths, the resistivity model obtained from the MT data is consistent with the general
conceptual resistivity model proposed for high-temperature geothermal systems. The deeper
electrical structure was found to be more resistive (100 ohm-m) due to the presence of
metamorphic rock formations. According to this results, heat source of the geothermal structure
and heat transition zone from deep sources to shallow reservoir, is predicted at 2~7Km at depth.
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1. Introduction
Geothermal resources are ideal targets for
electromagnetic (EM) methods since they
produce strong variations in underground
electrical resistivity. In thermal areas, the
electrical resistivity is substantially different
from and is generally lower than areas with
colder subsurface temperature (Oskooi et al.,
2005).
*Corresponding author:

The investigation depth of the Direct Current
(DC) Geoelectric and Time Domain
ElectroMagnetic
(TEM)
methods
is
inadequate in areas where the geothermal
circulation and related alteration takes place
at depths of more than 1.5 km, and the
Magnetotelluric (MT) method appears to be
the most suitable survey method.
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MT studies have been conducted over
crystalline rocks from shallow to deep crustal
scale (Unsworth et al., 2005) for several
purposes such as the imaging of fault and
shear zones (Bedrosian et al., 2004),
geothermal systems (Manzella, 2004; Heise
et al., 2008) and mineralizations (Heinson et
al., 2006). In 1998, a dense grid measurement
of 212 MT stations in the frequency range of
1-8192 Hz was carried out on the Sabalan
area that highlighted its resistivity structure
and the relations between conductive
anomalies and the geothermal reservoir
condition (Talebi et al., 2005; Hafizi et al.,
2002; Bromley et al., 2000; Fanaee
Kheirabad et al., 2010).
The most productive areas of Sabalan
geothermal field were explored in November
2007, to investigate any consistency between
the resistivity models of the area and the
conceptual resistivity model presented for
high temperature geothermal fields.
Figure 1 shows a conceptual model and the
main elements of high-temperature type of
geothermal systems (Berktold, 1983).
The conceptual system is fed by fluid
circulation through fractures and faults and
heated by the molten magmatic chamber of a
volcanic system. Resistivity in geothermal
areas is related to the contain clays and the
presence of hydrothermal alteration products.
Clay minerals in natural environments are
found from surface to metamorphic and
hydrothermal conditions. The electrical
resistivity can be reduced considerably when
the clay minerals are distributed broadly
(Spichak and Manzella, 2009).
The distribution of alteration minerals
depends on the permeability of the area.
When permeability is created by fractures
and faults, such as in the Amiata area in Italy,
then alteration minerals are localized and the
change in electrical resistivity in the most
parts is linked to the presence of
hydrothermal fluids and partial melts (Volpi
et al., 2003).
High-temperature
geothermal
systems,
usually occur where magma intrudes into
high crustal levels (<10 km), and
hydrothermal convection can take place
above the intrusive body (Ander et al., 1984;
Mogi and Nakama, 1993).

2. Geological settings and prior electrical
resistivity surveys in Sabalan area
Tectonic
studies
indicate
that
the
Iranian Plateau is transected by closely
spaced active and recent faulting, dominated
by reverse faults (Berberian, 1981).
Structurally, Sabalan area is located in a
very complex and compressional tectonic
zone, on the NE moving South Caspian subplate, near the junction of the Eurasian,
Iranian, and Arabian plates. The systematic
evaluation on geothermal resources of
Iran was carried out in the 1970’s.
The previous studies resulted in an
introduction to four major prospecting areas
including Damavand, Sabalan, Khoy-Maku
and Sahand geothermal fields. After the
preliminary
introduction
of
Sabalan
geothermal
field
in
the
1980’s,
complementary surveys in Sabalan were
carried out (ENEL, 1983). Further
exploration began in 1995 based on
evidences that the region offered strong
potential for power generation development.
Detailed geological, geochemical and
resistivity surveys using MT, TEM and DC
Schlumberger methods have been carried out
by Kingston Morrison Ltd (KML, 1998). In
January 1998, 212 magnetotelluric (MT)
stations
using
coincident
TEM
measurements, plus a DC resistivity survey
were acquired over the flank of the Sabalan
geothermal system. The primary objective of
this survey was to delineate any resistivity
anomalies that maybe associated with high
temperature geothermal resources. During
recent years, Mount Sabalan has been the
subject
of
detailed
volcanological,
petrological and geophysical investigations.
The geological setting in the Sabalan area is
discussed in detail, and the broader
geological and geophysical settings of the
area are described by Bogie et al. (2000). The
Sabalan geothermal field is a waterdominated system, with temperature reaching
270 °C at depth, which is exploited for the
production of electric power (Talebi et al.,
2005). The distribution of geothermal
systems and their associated resistivity
structures have already been studied by
Yousefi et al. (2009).
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Figgure 1. Concepttual resistivity m
model of a hypeer-thermal field
d (after Berktoldd, 1983).

The Sabalan MT
M
survey discussed in
this ppaper was carrried out in November
N
20007.
MT ffield compoonents in thee 0.002–320 Hz
frequuency rangee, were co
ollected at 28
sites. The selecteed profile (A
A-A’) with seeven
MT sstations at ann average disstance of 1.44 km
the
in
the
regioon,
crossees
over
hydroothermally altered zon
nes, whichh is

perpendiculaar to thee main geological
g
structures sh
hown in Figgure 2. The MT sites
were projeccted to a linne for 2D modeling.
m
The study area (Moeiil valley) has
h some
topographic relief, but aall the MT sites were
positioned at
a almost thee same altitu
ude, at an
adequate distance
d
in order to reduce
topographic distortions.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 2. Geological mapp (KML, 1998)) of the Mt. Sabbalan area (a) and
a the MT sites distribution (rred square) in the
t area
(b). The selectted profile in th
he study area is shown as Line A-A’.

Bogie ett al. (2005) provided
p
a 2D
2 resistivityy
section across the northern part of thee
geotherm
mal reservoir in the area, whichh
clearly evidenced the
t
characteeristics of a
high-tem
mperature geeothermal sy
ystem. Theiir
2D moddels gives a clear piccture of thee
resistivitty changes both laterallly and withh
depth, aand their rellation to altteration clayy
mineralss in the upperr crust.
Magnetootellurics hass been widely used in thee
study off volcanoes and geotherrmal systemss
considerring electricaal resistivity
y changes iss
expectedd in thesse structurees due too
hydrotheermal fluids circulation (Heise
(
et al..,
2008; M
Muller and Haaak, 2004).

quency (ω):
freq

3. Basic Concepts
The bassic principless of the MT method
m
weree
introduced by Tikhonnov (1950) and
a Cagniardd
(1953). T
The impedannce tensor Z is defined ass
the relatiion in frequeency domain between thee
componeents of the magnetic
m
field
d B and
those of the electric field
f
E measured at the
surface oof the earth:

D
processsing
4. Data
MT
T data at all sites
s
is rotateed to give th
he best
estiimation of the two dimensionall MT
tran
nsfer functio
ons over the frequency range,
r
usin
ng a standard robust proocessing algo
orithm
in Winglink software
s
(G
Geosystem, 2003).
2
Thee available Sabalan MT
T data set has a
goo
od quality and
a
do not require a special
pro
ocessing. The data alongg selected profile
p
werre of very good quality and noise leevel is
nott high for tw
wo selected ssites, S14 and S17
sho
own in Figurre 3. Data ccurves reveaal that
the quality is fairly consisstent and hiigh in
obsserved apparrent resistivitty and phasee data
plotted for TE and TM moode as an example
data.

(1))
a
y deno
ote magneticc
where, indices x and
is th
he magneticc
North aand East, annd
permeabbility of vacuum.
v
Z is usuallyy
displayed as appareent resistivitty
andd
∅), which depend on the angulaar
phase (∅

|
∅

|

(2)
(3)

Thee high conductivity of the sh
hallow
sub
bsurface prev
vents using ddirect currentt (DC)
resiistivity metthods since the penettration
dep
pth is limitted to the top of thee first
con
nductive un
nit. The M
MT method
d for
map
pping near surface low
w-resistivity zones
cau
used by con
nductive fluiids circulatiion in
geo
othermal areeas has prooved very useful
u
(W
Wannamaker et
e al., 2002).
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Figure 3. Exxample of data: Site 14, on the left and the Site 17, on the right TE and TM m
mode data curv
ves.

The static shift problem arises from loocal
m
affectt the
resisttivity perturbbations that mainly
electrric fields, causing a frequeency
indeppendent shift
ft of the app
parent resistiivity
curvees, while phaase data, on the other haand,
are nnot affected (Bertrand,
(
2010). The sttatic
shift of MT dataa is usually corrected byy an
indeppendent geopphysical method close too the
MT site in ordder to determine appaarent
resisttivity at high
h
frequen
ncies. Suchh a
proceedure was foollowed by other
o
researchhers
(Brassse et al., 2002; Patro et
e al., 2005)) as
well.
nsionality off the
In ordder to analyzze the dimen
data vvarious skew
w parameters were estimaated.
Swiftt’s skew, defined as the ratio of thee on
and off diagonaal impedancee elements that
approoaches zero when the medium
m
is 1D
D or
2D (S
Swift, 1967)..
Skew
w values beelow 0.2 no
ormally indiicate
that tthe study arrea could be
b approximaated
by a 2D structure, geoelectricaally.
MT ssounding currves show a 2D effect w
with
a clear separationn between the
t curve whhere
the electric field parallel to the sttrike
(TE mode), andd the curvee is relatedd to
current circulatioon normal to
o the strike ((TM
modee).
Dimeensionality analysis
a
of the impedaance
tensoor was perforrmed to checck the reliabbility

of the 2D modeling
m
aloong the profiile. Early
models (Sw
wift, 1967; Z
Zhang et al.,
a 1987;
Bahr, 1988)) estimate thhe geoelectrric strike
from a min
nimization ccriterion thro
ough the
rotation of the observeed impedancce tensor.
Groom and Bailey (19889) proposed
d a tensor
decomposition model thhat uses an inversion
scheme to
o remove the non-inductive
responses frrom the imppedance ten
nsor. The
algorithm was
w extendeed by McN
Neice and
Jones (2001) to statisticaally fit an en
ntire data
set simultan
neously, bassed on facto
oring the
distortion tensor into detterminable (twist and
n
nable (anisottropy and
shear) and non-determin
site gain) co
omponents. T
Tensor decom
mposition
is commonly
y used for diistortion rem
moval and
to determin
ne the geooelectric sttrike for
assumed tw
wo-dimensionnal MT daata. The
singular value
v
decom
omposition of the
impedances is applieed to obttain the
maximum and
minnimum
im
mpedance
amplitude and phase. Prior to the 2D
modeling off MT data, tthe characteeristics of
the geoelecctric strikee direction of the
subsurface structures, ass defined by MT data,
are derived. The resultss show small swift’s
skew valuess (<0.2), whhich indicatee that the
underlying resistivity
r
str
tructure is 1D
D or 2D.
Figure 4 shows the sskew valuess of the
impedance strike
s
for all ssites and freq
quencies.
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Sw
wift’s Skew

Figure 4.
4 Variation of dimensionality Swift’s skew values
v
for all sittes along the prrofile.

The dataa at some sittes and frequ
uencies show
w
high skeew values that
t
are orig
ginated from
m
either gaalvanic distoortion or 3D
D subsurfacee
structurees. In cases where
w
MT daata display ann
overall 22D characteeristics despiite some 3D
D
affects, rresults obtaiined using 2-D
2 inversionn
algorithm
ms can be vaalid (Ledo, 20
005).
n
5. Resisttivity Structture and Intterpretation
To obtaiin the subsurrface electriccal resistivityy
structuree,
2D
inversio
on
codee
MT2DinnvMatlab (Leee et al., 200
09) was usedd
for sevenn MT sites along
a
the pro
ofile. It is ann
open soource MAT
TLAB baseed softwaree
package for two dim
mensional (2
2D) inversionn
of magnnetotelluric (M
MT) data that prepares a
smooth m
model with the minimum
m number oof
prior infformation reqquired to fit the observedd
data. Foorward modeeling in MT2
2DInvMatlabb
uses thee finite elem
ments (FEM
M) method inn
order to calculate 2D
2 MT responses of thee
models. Regularizatiion parameteer estimationn
algorithm
m by Yi et al.
a (2003) forr smoothnesss
constrainned least squuares inversio
on with ACB
B
(Active Constraint Balancing)
B
algorithm
a
hass
been im
mplemented to obtain an optimaal
smoothnness constraiint. Also, to
opography oor
site elevvation into a forward
d model byy
deforminng
rectanngular
eleements
too
quadrilatteral elemeents is available
a
inn
MT2DinnvMatlab pacckage.
Apparennt resistivity and the phaase data weree
includedd for 2D modeling
g, but thee
topograpphy (elevatioon) of the sittes is ignoredd
and exccluded from inversion process.
p
Thee
MT trannsfer functions along thee strike (TE
E-

hogonal (TM
M-mode) direections
mode) and orth
werre inverted simultaneouusly to deriv
ve the
2D subsurface resistivity ddistribution. Static
shiffts were not corrected at this stage of the
worrk, as we weere missing oother inform
mation.
How
wever, appaarent resistivvity data on most
sitees show little difference between th
he two
pollarization curves at highh frequenciess, and
varry smoothly passing from
m one site to the
nex
xt. Thereforre, based oon the sim
milarity
among the MT curves oof adjacent sites,
modeling and inversion we
were perform
med on
the TE, TM an
nd joint TM
M+TE mode data.
Thee normalized
d root mean ssquare (R.M
M.S) or
data misfit erro
or achieved aafter 10 iterrations
wass around 0.7 for all data sets. The app
parent
resiistivity and
d phase ddata and model
m
resp
ponses from
m the inverssion results of all
data sets are shown
s
separrately. Resisstivity
model from thee TM mode data inverssion is
sho
own in Figuree 5.
Sin
nce TM mod
de typically ssuffers less by
b 3D
disttortion than TE mode (W
Wannamaker et al.,
198
84), some inv
versions connsider only th
he TM
mode data.
Thee inversion of TE modee data are shown
s
sep
parately in Figure
F
6. Thhe results sh
how a
fairrly good agreement betw
ween the obsserved
data (Field Data)
D
and model resp
ponses
(Th
heoretical Data)
D
along the profile. The
resiistivity and thickness of the obtained
models depend
d on the moode used fo
or the
inv
version. The resulting m
model for joint TE
and
d TM mode data, as welll as the inversion
of TE and TM
M mode daata are show
wn in
Fig
gure 7.
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S23 S21 S8 S11 S14 S13 S17

C2
R1

C3

A’

C1
C
R2
R

Figu
ure 5. The electtrical resistivityy model resultin
ng from the inveersion of TM m
mode data.

A

S23 S21 S8 S11 S14 S13 S17

Figu
ure 6. The electtrical resistivityy model resultin
ng from the inversion of TE mo
mode data.

A’
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A

S2
23 S21 S8 S11 S114 S13 S17

C2
R1

C3

A’
A

C1
R2

he joint inversio
on of TM and T
TE modes.
Figure 7. Thhe electrical resiistivity model reesulting from th

TM modde data in a 2D inversion is simplyy
fitted byy model respponses even for 3D –likee
structurees and is often utilizzed for 2D
D
inversionn in geotherrmal energy investigationn
(Uchida et al. 20022; Oskooi et
e al., 20155;
Ghaedraahmati et al., 2013). Also
o, in the casee
study inn Sabalan geeothermal area, the TM
M
mode daata inversionn provides th
he best modeel
with m
minimum misfit
m
from
m apparennt
resistivitty and phasse data. Th
he prominennt
structurees in the reesistivity mo
odel of TM
M
mode daata in Figure 5 and its releevance to thee
geotherm
mal field are discussed beelow.
A resistiive layer (>4400 ohm-m) is
i recognizedd
at the topp of the moddel as the firsst layer at thee
earth surrface in Figuure 5. Betweeen the 300 m
and 1300 m depths (second layeer), there aree
three sepparate conduuctive featurres (C1, C22,
C3) betw
ween two resistive
r
intrusive bodiess
(R1, R22). Conductivve bodies sh
how variablee
thicknesses along the
t
2D secttion, rangingg
from a ffew hundred meters abov
ve C1 and C22
to abouut 1300 m at C3. Below
B
thesee
conductoors, there is an increase in resistivityy
with deppth along thhe whole prrofile, exceppt
under sittes 13 and 144, where thee resistivity iss
always llower than a few tens of
o ohm-m inn
depth (<
<10 ohm-m). The oppositte ends of thee

ofile is charaacterized by a high resisstivity
pro
(∼1
1000 ohm-m
m) basement at depth, wh
hereas
in the middle of the profiile the condu
uctive
featture C3 (<10 ohm-m)) is followeed by
resiistive layers (30–1000 oohm-m), which in
turn
n is overlyin
ng a very connductive stru
ucture
C3 (<5 ohm-m)). This condu
ductive structture is
cleaarly constraiined to the ccentral part of the
pro
ofile. The uppermost
u
00.5–4 km of
o the
obttained 2D ressistivity strucctures is fairlly like
the previous ressults from 19998 data mod
deling
(Taalebi, 2006; Fanaee
F
Kheirrabad and Oskooi,
201
11; Oskooi ett al., 2016).
D
and
a conclusiions
6. Discussion
Thee magnetotellluric methood, with its ability
a
to map
m deep co
onductive feaatures can present
a valuable role in the reconnnaissance off deep
geo
othermal systems in m
many geoth
hermal
areas of the worrld.
MT
T survey waas carried ouut in the Saabalan
area, deploying
g seven brooadband MT
T sites
alon
ng a nearly 10 km proffile. In this paper,
p
elecctrical resistivity modelss were interp
preted
in order
o
to asseess and recoggnize the location
and
d depth of the three m
main parts of
o the
Sab
balan geotheermal system
m, introducced in
gen
neral conceeptual geotthermal models.
m
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Analysis of different skew parameters
indicates that the impedances are well
described in terms of a 1D or 2D model.
Some deviations from 2D behavior were
noted for the data of some frequencies and
sites where misfits were relatively high. 2D
inversion yielded conductivity models with
stable features, identifying the geothermal
reservoir and related geological units.
2D inversion of the data is performed by
using the MT2DinvMatlab code for TM, TE
and joint TE and TM mode data. The
resistive layer at the surface can clearly be
interpreted as the geothermal system cap
rock. There are remarkable signatures in
obtained models that show the subsurface
conductivity variations at depths.
The results of this study indicate that three
conductive zones are present beneath the
surface and suggest that a deep hydrothermal
fluid circulation exists in this area. Estimated
depth range of the reservoir is from 500 to
1000 m that is the center of flow of the fluids
in the fractures of the rocks, which is
saturated with penetrating hot water. The
geothermal reservoir is connected at depth to
a deeper conductor, representing the heat
source of the system. The main result of the
paper is that the electrical resistivity models
in Sabalan area is perfectly comparable to the
structures found in literature as conceptual
resistivity model of a high temperature
geothermal system, and MT survey provided
very encouraging information about the
resistivity structure of Sabalan geothermal
field.
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